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Due to the recent developments in very thin film technology, interests in
structural characterization of thin fllms have rapidly grown.  Fl uorescence―
detected x― ray absorptibn spectroscopy l11:)aiSI::lSギ

lCII:::,1llali:ti:lalas a light source can be a powerful strt
structure and bonding states Of a particular atomic species are obtained
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can be probed, (3)becauSe xAs is baSed On the short range order, diSOrdered
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In this late news, we present the feasibility of fluorescence― detected
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by fluOrescence― detected XAS as an example of the application to thin film
studies.

Figure l illustrates the experimenti
utilyzing x― radiation from 2.5 GeV stori
beam line optics featuring a constant b
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ments, the detector system is required to be versatile with respect to: (1)
the dynamiこ  range in photon counting, (2)the detector geometry tO COVer a
wide solid angle, (3)the energy discriTini:i:: :::::llll::iul[al::::i]rttid the
However, these requlrements are difficu
situation depends on the concentration and matrices, which vary Sample by

=ample.  TherefOre, tO meet these requirements, we have designed and builtthe MDS which can cover a wide range in f]uorescence deteCtion rate with the
optimum detection schemeo  The detector system conslsts of three kinds of
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Si(Li)deteCtOr for the most dilute
system or very thin fllm experimentse
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steradian and the spectra were recorded i‖
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statistics.  These results imply that ουοれ α″οれOιαυθr ο
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with the use of an x― ray filter which further reduces the background and the
increase of the incident beam intensity by an order of magnitude.
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The formation of nickel silicide by thermal annealing usually takes
three forms: [i2Si, NiSi, drd NiSi2 which grow sequential'ly from thin nickel
layers on Si.z In this study, the ion-beam-induced structural modification
of thin nickel'layers on Si(.|00) has been investigated by fluorescence EXAFS.
Structural studies of this modification using a glancing angle x-ray diffrac-
tion have been hindered because of the abscence of long range order.

Figure 2 illustrates the Ni K-edge absorption spectrum,(a) and the extrac-
ted EXAFS oscillations, (b) for 300 A thic!-Ni/Si(.|00) after the argon ion
bombardment at .|00 keV (Ts=l00oC,Nd=3 x 'l0lb/cmz). Since the scattering t
amplitude of nickel has a rnali$um at a photoelectron wave vector k of 6-7 A-l
and extends a large k of 15 A-l in contrast with that of 'low-z element such
as silicon which peaks at a small k and fal1s off sharply with the increase
of k, it is readily concluded from Fig. 2b that silicon atoms are the nearest
neighbors of nickel species. The FQurier transform further confirmed that
the-Ni-Si bonds are lbcated at 23 A. There have been observed no Ni- Ni
bonds in the vicinity of the first nearest Ni-Si bonds ruling out the possi-
bility of nickel island formation or Ni- rich silicide. Because of a remark-
ab'le similarity in the short range order between this disordered phase and
that of Si-rich silicide, NiSi2, one may attempt to attribute this phase to
the amorphous NiSi2. However,-the drastic change in the short range order
has been observed for Ni/Si(.|00) which was ion beam bombarded at substrate
temperatures above 400"C. This phase is crystal'line and has the similar
radia'l distribution with that of Ni/Si,(]00) annealed at 400"C which is identi-
fied as Ni-rich silicide NiZSi by a glancing x-ray diffraction experiment.

These resuLts impla that anorphous Si.-yi,eh si,Li,eide is forned by the i,on
bemt bombardment beLou 200"C uhiLe Ni-yieh erystalline siLieide Ni2Si g?ous
aboue 400oC. There are also possibilities that nickel atoms are knocked on
into Si lattice and take interstitial voids. Details on the structure modi-
f i cati on wi I I appear el sewhere. These resu'lts are sti I 1 prel imi nary. How-
ever, they are ample to demonstrate the usefu'llness of fluorescence EXAFS as
a structural tool for thin films without the long range order. In this late
news, w€ wil'l present the performance and feasibility of the MDS as a
powerfu'l structural tool for very thin films.
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Fig. I Schematic diagram of the
mul ti -detector fl uorescence-
detected x-ray absorption
spectrometer.
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Fig. 2 Ni K-edge absorption
spectrum of ion beam bombarded
Ni/Si(.|00), (a), and extracted
EXAFS oscil lations, (b).
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